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Abstract

Post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) is a subtype of OA associated with cartilage defects caused by traumatic joint injury. Because articular cartilage has a limited innate healing response, due to its avascular, aneural, and alymphatic nature, these defects lead to chronic degenerative joint disease if left untreated. Current treatments to repair articular cartilage generally result in fibrocartilage that is mechanically and biochemically inferior to native hyaline tissue. This has motivated the development of tissue engineering strategies for cartilage defect repair. Hydrogel approaches have shown promising results in their ability to induce chondrogenesis, proliferation, and cartilage-like matrix production, but are often very soft at early time points and at risk of damage from joint articulation. Solid scaffolds solve this mechanical problem, but often sacrifice bioactivity and integration with native tissue. In order to avoid the drawbacks of each of these approaches, we proposed a composite scaffold approach using a synthetic solid scaffold, made of bioabsorbable polyglycolic acid:trimethylene carbonate (PGA:TMC) or expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE), loaded with a chondrocyte-seeded self-assembling peptide hydrogel, [KLDL]₃. We hypothesized that these composite scaffolds would benefit from the mechanical protection of the solid scaffolds as well as the pro-chondrogenic and proliferative effects of the KLD hydrogel, allowing chondrocytes to produce cartilage-like extracellular matrix in a protected mechanical environment. To test the potential of these composite scaffolds for use in cartilage repair, we measured cell distribution, viability, matrix production and accumulation, and static and dynamic mechanical properties. We found that cells could be evenly distributed through at least one of the solid scaffolds tested, with all showing proliferation and maintenance of viability over four-week culture. Per-cell matrix production was an order of magnitude higher than in KLD hydrogels alone. Mechanical properties of composite scaffolds appeared to be dominated by the solid scaffolds, showing that they offered mechanical protection to the soft hydrogel within. Use in a cartilage defect model showed potential for integration with native tissue given optimization of gel-casting methods. Overall, our results show that these composite scaffolds are a viable tissue engineering strategy for articular cartilage repair.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Structure and mechanics of articular cartilage

Articular cartilage is an avascular, aneural, and alymphatic tissue with a limited innate healing response. It consists of a single cell type, chondrocytes, comprising only about 2 – 5% of the tissue by volume. The majority of the tissue is dense extracellular matrix composed of collagen and proteoglycans. Collagen fibrils make up about 25% of the tissue by wet weight, providing tensile strength and a structural network for the tissue.[1] Because this tissue is hyaline cartilage, the collagen fibrils contain primarily type II (along with types IX and XI), contrary to the type I collagen fibrils that dominate fibrocartilage and other connective tissues, including tendons, ligaments and bone. The half-life of collagen in articular cartilage is ~120 years, meaning that there is very little turnover of collagen in the tissue during adulthood.[2]

The gaps between collagen fibrils are filled with a hydrogel of proteoglycans, the majority of which are aggrecan molecules that consist of a protein core and ~100 sulfated glycosaminoglycan (sGAG) chains in a bottlebrush structure.[3] In contrast to collagen, the half-life of aggrecan proteoglycans in articular cartilage is about 3 years.[4] The high water content of this “gel” confers poroelastic behavior to the tissue. When mechanical load is applied to the tissue, water is forced out of the various zones of cartilage into the surrounding synovial space. The water re-enters the tissue when the load is removed. This behavior allows articular cartilage to withstand greater loading, especially at higher loading rates.[5] Surrounding each chondrocyte is a thin layer of pericellular matrix (PCM), which protects the cells from mechanical stresses and plays a role in mechanotransduction. The PCM is comprised of a dense network of proteoglycans, fibronectin, and collagen type VI.[6, 7]

The primary function of chondrocytes in mature cartilage is to secrete ECM proteins in order to maintain the appropriate mechanical properties for the tissue. Because the turnover of many of these proteins is relatively slow, the anabolic and proliferative activity of chondrocytes under normal conditions in healthy cartilage is low compared to many other cell types. Due to avascularity of the cartilage, any nutrients or growth factors required by the cells must diffuse
into the tissue from the synovial fluid or, under special circumstances, from the subchondral bone.[8] The structure of articular cartilage makes innate repair of defects challenging, motivating the development of tissue engineering and regenerative approaches.

### 1.2 Osteoarthritis and articular cartilage defects

Osteoarthritis is a complex disease with many subtypes, one of which is post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA). PTOA is associated with cartilage defects caused by traumatic joint injury and, if untreated, will lead to chronic degenerative joint disease. The cell scarcity and absence of vasculature in cartilage lead to a weak innate healing response for these injury-induced defects, and make it difficult to treat the disease without surgical intervention. The body does very little to repair partial thickness cartilage defects, and these will likely persist until they progress to full thickness defects through further wear and degeneration.[9] Full thickness defects elicit a greater healing response, triggering migration of marrow-derived cells from subchondral bone and generally leading to production of fibrocartilage. However, this new fibrous cartilage is mechanically inferior to the native hyaline cartilage it attempts to replace, and integrates poorly with the existing tissue.[10, 11] The body is thus unable to adequately repair cartilage defects on its own, and tissue engineering or regenerative approaches must be taken to prevent pain and further tissue damage.

### 1.3 Commonly used methods for cartilage repair

#### 1.3.1 Marrow stimulation techniques

Marrow stimulation techniques, including microfracture, drilling, and debridement, rely on removing the calcified zone of articular cartilage in order to access the underlying subchondral bone. Debridement involves cleaning up rough edges around the defect by excising damaged cartilage fragments and removing the calcified region. This is thought to allow synthesis of new tissue at the base of the defect and improve integration of repair tissue with the healthy cartilage. Additionally, removal of damaged tissue fragments may reduce secretion of matrix metalloproteinases that further degrade surrounding cartilage and worsen the defect. Results have
been varied, with most positive results deteriorating within five years of surgery, and the method remains in dispute among orthopedic surgeons.[12–14]

In microfracture, an arthroscopic awl is used to puncture 3 – 4 mm holes into the subchondral bone in order to promote stem cell migration from the bone marrow into the defect. This is an improvement over making these holes via surgical drilling, as it solves the issue of overheating the surrounding tissue during the drilling procedure. Although repair tissue is formed following microfracture, it is fibrocartilage rather than hyaline cartilage and, as stated above, is mechanically inferior to and biochemically distinct from the native cartilage tissue.[15] This fibrous repair tissue often deteriorates within a few years after surgery, and intra-lesional osteophytes are fairly common, developing in 20 – 50% of cases.[15, 16]

1.3.2 Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI)

ACI is a two-surgery procedure. In the first surgery, healthy cartilage biopsies are harvested from the patient. Chondrocytes are isolated from this tissue, passaged three times and expanded in vitro, and then injected into the cartilage defect during the second surgery three to four weeks later. By the time of injection, after three passages, it is known that the cells have de-differentiated into a fibroblastic, or non-chondrogenic phenotype.[17] This means that upon injection, they would have to re-differentiate in order to synthesize cartilage-specific matrix molecules. The cells are typically kept in place with a periosteal patch, which is taken from the proximal medial tibia of the joint during the second procedure.[18] A significant disadvantage of this approach is the requirement for two invasive surgical procedures, along with potential for donor site morbidity where the initial cartilage is harvested.[19] Results have also been mixed, with some histological studies showing repair tissue that is inferior to native hyaline cartilage.[20] Another potential drawback with ACI is that chondrocytes could be settling to the bottom of the defect, rather than being distributed throughout the entire volume of the defect. This could lead to uneven formation of repair tissue and poor integration with the native tissue. To combat this problem, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation (MACI) was developed in which the patient’s chondrocytes from the first surgery are seeded on the surface of
a matrix, such as a collagen scaffold, which is then used to fill the volume of the defect. This method has achieved marginally better results than ACI alone.[21, 22]

1.4 Use of hydrogels for articular cartilage repair

A wide variety of synthetic and natural polymer-based hydrogels have been investigated for use in articular cartilage repair. These offer many logistical benefits, such as uniform cell distribution, in-situ gelation that allows conformation to defect morphology, and high water content that mimics in vivo ECM conditions, among others. Injectable hydrogels also allow for minimally invasive surgical procedures. However, they do have shortcomings, such as low mechanical strength. A select few hydrogel scaffold materials will be discussed here.

1.4.1 Agarose

Agarose was one of the first biomaterial-based hydrogels to be used for articular cartilage repair, and it has been shown to support chondrogenesis and the production of GAGs.[17, 23] Chondrocyte-seeded gels were also able to reach Young’s moduli comparable to native cartilage in a canine model, showing potential to mimic biomechanical properties of the native tissue after several weeks in culture.[24] This mechanical functionality at long time points was consistent with other previous in vitro studies.[25] At early time points before chondrocytes have synthesized new matrix, mechanical strength of agarose gels is low.[26] Another drawback of agarose is its slow and unpredictable biodegradation, during which time large byproducts may be released and elicit a macrophage response.[27] Additionally, chondrocytes do not adhere to agarose scaffolds, so the gels must be functionalized with RGD or other binding peptides in order to promote cell adhesion during early time points when minimal ECM has been produced.[28] It is possible, however, that these conjugated proteins could inhibit chondrogenesis.[29]

1.4.2 Alginate
Alginate is another polysaccharide polymer scaffold similar to agarose, with many of the same advantages and disadvantages for use in cartilage repair. It is typically cross-linked via calcium ions, although many studies use ion concentrations much lower than physiological levels, leading to higher cross-linking density when experiments are moved in vivo.[30] Alginate gels have been shown to maintain chondrogenic phenotype, including production of matrix proteins [31], and to enable fundamental studies of the effects of mechanical loading on chondrocyte biosynthesis and turnover.[32] However, the same issues exist for cartilage repair as with agarose gels, namely the low mechanical strength, potential for foreign body giant cell response, and inability for cells to adhere to the scaffold alone. [28, 33]

1.4.3 Self-assembling peptides

Self-assembling peptides are an emerging class of biomaterial-based hydrogels for cartilage repair, offering benefits over traditionally used materials and showing promising results in vitro and in vivo.[34] Synthetically produced self-assembling peptides avoid the risk of pathogenicity inherent to natural or animal-derived biomaterials.[35] The peptides discussed here, specifically [KLDL]₃ and [RADA]₄, are those with alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic side chains, which allow them to assemble into a hydrogel network without the need of a crosslinking agent (Figure 1). The polymers form β-sheets, which then assemble into a membranous network of interwoven fibers under physiologic pH and ionic strength.[36] Their assembly under these conditions makes them well suited for injection directly into cartilage defects. The chemistry of these hydrogels also allows for growth factors or other drugs to be adsorbed or tethered to the scaffold for delivery, expanding their potential applications and benefits in cartilage repair.[37] Studies have found that [KLDL]₃ and [RADA]₄ hydrogels promote chondrogenesis of bone-marrow progenitor cells, enhance matrix production and proliferation in chondrocytes, and are able to improve cartilage repair in vivo.[38–40] A negative of these gels, similar to the agarose and alginate hydrogels discussed above, is their low mechanical strength at early time points.[39] While this softness facilitates stem cell migration and may contribute to their chondrogenic effects, it also makes the gels susceptible to damage from joint articulation in the early weeks following surgery.
1.5 Use of solid scaffolds for cartilage repair

Solid scaffolds, primarily made with synthetic polymers, have also been investigated for use in cartilage repair. Commonly used materials include poly-caprolactone (PCL), poly (glycolic acid) (PGA), and poly (lactic acid) (PLA), among others. These materials exhibit greater mechanical strength, protecting any developing neocartilage from mechanical damage during early time points, but have shown poor bioactivity and integration in comparison to hydrogel scaffolds.[41] Composite scaffold approaches have been taken to increase bioactivity and cell adhesion.[42] Polyester-based solid scaffolds may also elicit a foreign body giant cell response as they degrade, and may increase local acidity and pH if the degradation products are not biocompatible.[43, 44]

1.6 Hydrogels and solid scaffolds used in combination

In order to overcome the individual shortcomings of both hydrogels and solid scaffolds, studies have investigated the combination of the two. The hypothesis is that the hydrogel will maintain its pro-chondrogenic and matrix production effects, with the added mechanical integrity of the solid scaffold providing protection at early time points while neocartilage is still forming. Using hydrogels as a cell-carrier within solid scaffolds also ensures more even cell distribution. In a study using chondrocyte-seeded alginate hydrogels within polyglactin (PLGA) scaffolds compared to the PLGA scaffolds alone, the hydrogel was found to maintain even cell distribution and prevent the solid scaffold from contracting and warping.[45] Although the matrix production was the same in both conditions, the alginate embedded scaffold would have better integration and well distributed repair tissue production throughout the volume of the defect.

The hydrogel component of composite scaffolds is more than just a method of evenly distributing cells, though. As discussed above, many hydrogels studied for cartilage repair have chondrogenic effects and promote matrix production. A study comparing PGA scaffolds loaded with mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in either alginate or collagen type I hydrogels found varying levels of GAG production and chondrogenesis between the two.[46] Another study investigated a composite scaffold consisting of a 3D PCL scaffold loaded with chondrocyte-seeded RAD hydrogels. The presence of the RAD hydrogel was essential for chondrogenic gene
expression, while the presence of the PCL scaffold provided mechanical stability at early time points and prevented the RAD hydrogel from contracting and compacting over the four-week culture.[47]

1.7 Thesis objectives and summary of results

The objective of this work was to create a composite scaffold from 3D synthetic solid scaffold materials and chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels as a strategy for cartilage repair. Two different types of solid synthetic scaffolds were used in this study, bioabsorbable polyglycolic acid:trimethylene carbonate (PGA:TMC) and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE). Several variants of each were initially tested for wettability and thickness before the field was narrowed down for use in cell matrix biosynthesis, biochemical and mechanical studies. Two variants of each material were used; variants of bioabsorbable PGA:TMC will henceforth be referred to as P:T-1 and P:T-2, while variants of ePTFE will be referred to as ePTFE-1 and ePTFE-2. KLD, a self-assembling peptide described in section 1.4.3 above, was chosen for its promotion of chondrogenesis, matrix production, and cell proliferation. Variations of PGA/TMC and ePTFE have been used in other implantable medical devices, and have been shown to support chondrocyte growth.[48, 49]

The specific aims of this work were to:

1. Evaluate the ability of bioabsorbable PGA:TMC and ePTFE constructs to allow penetration and in situ gelation of self-assembling KLD peptide, with and without chondrocytes mixed into the KLD solution.
2. Quantify viability of chondrocytes during long-term (four-week) culture in composite scaffolds.
3. Demonstrate that chondrocytes in composite scaffolds can synthesize new cartilage-like matrix, specifically through analyzing the production of sGAG during long-term culture.
4. Measure the static and dynamic compressive stiffness of cell-seeded composite scaffolds during long-term culture.
Results of this work demonstrated that the composite scaffolds supported cartilage-like matrix production at higher per-cell levels than in KLD-hydrogels alone. The PGA:TMC scaffolds were also able to provide mechanical strength at early time points, as the mechanical behavior of these materials dominated mechanical behavior of the composite scaffolds over the four-week culture. A pilot study of integration of repair tissue with native tissue in a cartilage defect model over two weeks demonstrated the potential for good integration of the composite scaffold repair tissue with native cartilage. Matrix production rates and accumulation of matrix in this pilot study was similar to levels in the composite scaffolds alone, and a small number of cells were able to migrate from the composite scaffold into the native tissue.
**Figure 1.1**: Structure of $[KLDL]_3$ peptide. Alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic side chains are shown. Hydrophobic leucines (L) alternate with hydrophilic positively charged lysines (K) and negatively charged aspartic acids (D) to form $\beta$-sheets. Figure adapted from [39].
2. Methods

2.1 Chondrocyte and cartilage plug harvest

Chondrocytes were harvested from the medial and lateral femoral condyle and trochlear groove of 1–2 week old bovine calf knee joints (Research 87, Inc. Boylston, MA). Pieces of articular cartilage were shaved from the surfaces using a scalpel and chopped into smaller fragments to improve digestion before being transferred to a spinner flask with 2 mg/mL proteinase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in chondrocyte isolation medium, which was baseline medium plus 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)(GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Hyclone Labs, Logan UT). Baseline medium for experiments consisted of low-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 0.25 µg/mL amphotericin (PSA) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 10mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfronic acid (HEPES)(Invitrogen), 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (NEAA)(Sigma-Aldrich), 0.4 mM proline (Sigma-Aldrich), and 37.5 µg/mL ascorbate-2-phosphate (Wake Chemicals, Richmond, VA). Tissue was incubated in the proteinase for 1.5–2 hours at 37°C and 5% CO₂, then rinsed twice with sterile 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)(Sigma-Aldrich) before 0.25 mg/mL collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich) in chondrocyte isolation medium was added. Cells were incubated overnight at 37°C.

The following morning, cells were pipetted 10–15 times to mechanically disrupt any remaining undigested tissue. The resulting cell suspension was filtered through a 70 µm pore strainer followed by a 40 µm pore strainer and then spun down in a centrifuge for 8 minutes at 1000 g. Cells were resuspended and rinsed with PBS, spun down again, resuspended and rinsed with PBS a second time, spun down once more, and finally resuspended in culture medium to be counted and used in casting experiments. Culture medium consisted of baseline media with 0.2% FBS and 1% ITS Premix (insulin-transferrin-selenium, 10 µg/ml, 5.5 µg/ml and 5 ng/ml, respectively, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) based on previous studies.[50]

Cartilage plugs of 6mm diameter were taken from the trochlear groove of the same joints described above. The first 0.7 mm of superficial zone was removed from the surface of the
plugs. Middle zone tissue was then sliced to 1.4 mm thickness and a 4 mm plug was taken out of
the middle to create cartilage rings with a 6 mm outer diameter and 4 mm inner diameter. Rings
were equilibrated in culture medium at 37°C overnight.

2.2 Casting cell-seeded gels into solid scaffold materials

Plugs of solid scaffold materials were punched using a 10 mm biopsy punch and placed in a 24-
well plate. Plugs were then wet with 10% sucrose with 2.5 mM HEPES using a Büchner flask
and funnel under vacuum. This allowed the material to more easily absorb the KLD hydrogel.
Chondrocytes were spun down in a centrifuge for 5 minutes at 1000 g and resuspended in 10%
sucrose with 2.5 mM HEPES. This cell solution was added to KLD peptide hydrogel, suspended
in 10% sucrose, for a final concentration of 30 million cells/mL and 3.5 mg/mL KLD peptide.
The sucrose/HEPES-soaked plugs were then pre-wet with 100 µL of KLD and cell solution using
the Büchner flask and funnel under vacuum. This precautionary step ensured that the KLD and
cell solution were distributed as evenly as possible throughout the volume of the plugs and
displaced any remaining sucrose with HEPES from the initial vacuum wetting. Plugs were then
placed back in the 24-well plate and an additional 50 µL of KLD and cell solution was pipetted
onto the top. This created the final composite scaffold consisting of solid scaffold material
loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogel. After a 2 – 5 minute period to allow this final
volume to absorb into the plugs, 0.75 – 1 mL of assembly bath was slowly added to the wells to
bring the solution to physiologic pH and ionic strength and cause gelation of the KLD. Assembly
bath consisted of culture medium with 25 mM HEPES rather than 10 mM. An additional 0.75 –
1 mL of culture medium was added to each well before incubating at 37°C for the duration of the
experiments. Media was changed every 2 – 3 days.

The above protocol was also used, with minor adjustments, for experiments in which
chondrocyte-seeded composite scaffold plugs were placed within cartilage rings. Plugs of solid
scaffold material were punched using a 4 mm biopsy punch in order to fit within the inner
diameter of the cartilage rings. The pre-wetting step was done using 16 µL of KLD and cell
solution rather than 100 µL in order to adjust for the smaller dimensions of the plugs. The pre-
wet plugs were then placed within the cartilage rings before adding 8 µL of KLD and cell
solution, rather than the 50 µL used above for the 10 mm plugs. All other steps were performed as described above.

2.3 Trypsin pretreatment of cartilage rings and dying of cells to visualize integration

Controlled depletion of GAG at the inner surface of the cartilage ring has been shown to improve integration of tissue-engineered constructs with the native tissue.[51] This was replicated in the cartilage ring experiments here via a trypsin pretreatment. 20 µL of 50 µg/mL trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the center of the cartilage rings for 2 minutes at room temperature. After removing the trypsin, FBS was added for 2 minutes to neutralize any remaining enzyme. Rings were then washed with PBS.

In order to visualize integration of the composite scaffolds with the cartilage rings, the chondrocytes with which the scaffolds were seeded were dyed prior to seeding. Cells were dyed with carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) (Thermo Scientific, Logan, UT) according to a previously published protocol.[52] Samples were viewed with an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope.

2.4 Measuring matrix production by quantifying sGAG production

The rate of synthesis of sGAG was measured using radiolabel incorporation of $^{35}$S-sulfate at weekly time points. For a given time point, $^{35}$S-sulfate (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) was added to culture medium at a concentration of 5 µCi/mL and samples were returned to the 37°C incubator for 1 – 2 days. An aliquot of culture medium with 5 µCi/mL of $^{35}$S-sulfate was frozen at -20°C to use as a standard for that time point. Following the 1 – 2 day incubation period, samples were washed with radiolabel wash (45 µg/mL proline, 140 µg/mL sodium sulfate in PBS) (Sigma Aldrich) four times for 30 minutes at 4°C. Samples were centrifuged for 5 – 10 minutes at 1000 g in order to spin out all of the peptide hydrogel. 0.1 mg/mL Proteinase-K (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) was added to digest the samples, which were then placed into a 60°C water bath for 1 – 2 days until no visible chunks of gel remained. Samples
were then frozen at -20°C and stored until radiolabel incorporation was measured. Total sGAG content was then measured via DMMB dye binding, as described previously.[53]

2.5 Measuring DNA content using PicoGreen

DNA content of Proteinase-K digested samples was measured using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.[54]

2.6 Measuring static and dynamic mechanical behavior

Samples were measured in unconfined compression with a Dynastat mechanical spectrometer (IMASS, Hingham, MA) using a 20 mm diameter platen in a testing chamber with culture medium. A 60-second 2.5% displacement ramp was applied, followed by a 240-second hold to allow the stress to reach equilibrium. This ramp and hold was repeated a total of six times, for a total displacement of 15%. A 1% amplitude sinusoidal displacement was then applied at frequencies of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Hz. The stress relaxation data for each ramp was fit with a decaying exponential in time \( A + Be^{-\tau} \) and the extrapolated final value \( A \) taken as the equilibrium stress. Equilibrium stress-strain data at 10%, 12.5%, and 15% strain were linear regression fit and the slope was taken as an estimate of the equilibrium stiffness. For sinusoidal data, the fundamental frequency components of the displacement and load signals were obtained using a discrete Fourier transform. These components were used to obtain the complex dynamic stiffness, which was split into magnitude and phase, with dynamic stiffness magnitude defined as the computed amplitude of the stress divided by strain amplitude.

2.7 Quantifying cell viability using alamarBlue

To quantify cell viability at a given time point, 1 mg/mL alamarBlue (Thermo Scientific) in culture medium was added to samples, which were then incubated at 37°C for 3 hours. Media from each sample was read using fluorescence at 530 nm and 590 nm excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively. Readings for a given time point were normalized to a control specific to that time point, which was 1 mg/mL alamarBlue in culture medium with no sample, also
incubated at 37°C for 3 hours. Samples were rinsed once with PBS before being returned to culture medium.

2.8 Viability imaging and histology of cell distribution through depth of samples

Chondrocyte viability was determined by staining samples with 4 μg/mL fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and 35 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) to visualize live and dead cells, respectively. Samples were viewed using an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope at weekly time points to visually assess viability.

To assess the distribution of cells throughout the depth of the samples, solid scaffolds loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD gels (as described above) were fixed in 10% formalin at 4°C overnight after one week in culture. Samples were dehydrated in 70% ethanol, paraffin-embedded, sliced into 5 μm sections, and mounted on slides. Slides were then deparaffinized, rehydrated, and stained with 300nM DAPI to visualize cell nuclei and thus cell distribution throughout a cross-section of the samples. A Nikon Eclipse TE-300 fluorescence microscope was used to view these samples.

2.9 Statistical analysis

Values are mean ± SEM. For data with a normal distribution, one-way or two-way ANOVA was used in conjunction with post-hoc Tukey HSD. If data were not normally distributed, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used (JMP 12, SAS, Inc., Cary, NC).
3. Results

3.1 Cell distribution through depth of composite scaffolds

In order to visualize the ability of chondrocytes seeded in KLD hydrogels to be absorbed and evenly distributed through the depth of the solid scaffolds, histological images were taken. Samples were cultured for one week, then fixed overnight with 10% formalin and paraffin embedded before being sliced along the center (Fig 3.1A). Slices were deparaffinized and rehydrated, then stained with 300 nM DAPI to visualize cell nuclei (Fig 3.1B). In three of the solid scaffolds, P:T-2, ePTFE-1, and ePTFE-2, a bubble of hydrogel was visible on the top surface of the samples prior to fixation and processing (Fig 3.2). P:T-1 samples had a very minimal gel bubble.

Distribution of nuclei was most even in P:T-1, visible through most of the depth of the sample. P:T-1 had a thickness of 1.8 mm, and the DAPI-stained cells spread across a thickness of about 1.5 mm. P:T-2 also had a thickness of 1.8 mm, but had a larger gel bubble that increased the effective thickness of the composite scaffold. Cells were distributed along the top surface of the sample, constituting about 750 μm in depth. Some non-specific staining was visible. ePTFE-1 and ePTFE-2 showed poor cell distribution. Both materials were approximately 2.5 mm in thickness, but may have been compressed during processing. ePTFE-1 was sparsely populated with small pockets of cells that were poorly distributed, while ePTFE-2 showed a thin layer of cells on the top ~500 μm of sample.

3.2 Quantitative and qualitative analysis of cell viability over four-week culture

To quantitatively assess chondrocyte viability within composite scaffolds, an alamarBlue assay was used. At weekly time points, samples were incubated in 1 mg/mL alamarBlue in culture medium for 3 hours. Medium from each sample was transferred to a new plate and read using fluorescence at excitation and emission wavelengths of 530 nm and 590 nm, respectively. Fluorescence readings for a given time point were normalized to a control, which was 1 mg/mL in culture medium incubated for 3 hours with no sample. Readings can be directly correlated
with number of viable cells. All four materials showed statistically significant increases in the number of viable cells over the period of the long-term culture (Fig 3.3). These data showed that a population of viable chondrocytes was maintained over four-weeks in all composite scaffolds and that proliferation was occurring.

To qualitatively assess chondrocyte viability, live/dead staining was performed. Samples were stained with 4 μg/mL fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and 35 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) to visualize live and dead cells, respectively. Samples were visualized and imaged using an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope. Representative images at approximately 100 μm depth from the top of the samples were taken from image stacks to demonstrate viability in that sample (Fig 3.4). FDA stained cells appear green, while PI stained cells appear red. All four materials showed maintenance of cell viability, as a dense population of green cells was visible in all images. An overall trend of proliferation was also visible in all four samples, as the density of green cells appeared to increase with culture time. Imaging less-densely packed pockets of the samples in P:T-1 and P:T-2 also allowed better visualization of individual cells and showed that some cells were able to adhere to scaffold fibers at longer time points (Fig 3.5).

3.3 Matrix production over four-week culture

To assess matrix production by chondrocytes seeded in the composite scaffolds, 35S-sulfate incorporation rate and total GAG accumulation were measured. At weekly time points, samples were incubated in 5 μCi/mL of 35S-sulfate in culture medium for 1-2 days. Samples were washed and digested in 0.1 mg/mL Proteinase-K. Radioactivity levels were normalized to a control of 35S-sulfate culture medium from the given time point. Incorporation rate was calculated by dividing these normalized data by the hours of incubation and the DNA content of the samples (Fig 3.6). Incorporation rates in P:T-1 remained constant at about 2 nmol/hr/μg DNA for the first three weeks in culture, significantly dropping to about 0.5 nmol/hr/μg DNA at week 4. Incorporation rates in P:T-2 remained constant at about 2 nmol/hr/μg DNA for the first 2 weeks in culture, significantly dropped to about 0.1 nmol/hr/μg DNA at week 3, and significantly increased to about 6 nmol/hr/μg DNA at week 4. Rates in ePTFE-1 fluctuated between 0.7 and 10 nmol/hr/μg DNA with no statistical differences between time points. Rates in ePTFE-2
ranged from 2 and 30 nmol/hr/µg DNA, with the exception of a significant spike to about 200 nmol/hr/µg DNA at week 1. Despite the greater range in means, variance was large for these data and statistical differences were only found between week 1 and the other time points.

GAG accumulation was measured on the same Proteinase-K digested samples using DMMB dye, and was normalized by DNA content. GAG accumulation increased significantly during the four-week culture in P:T-1 and ePTFE-1, with values reaching about 300 µg GAG/µg DNA by week 4. Significant increases were also seen in ePTFE-2 samples, with levels reaching about 220 µg GAG/µg DNA by week 4. P:T-2 samples also saw a significant increase in GAG accumulation over the course of the four weeks, with values an order of magnitude higher than in other materials and reaching about 2000 µg GAG/µg DNA by week 4.

3.4 Mechanical behavior of samples under static and dynamic compression

Samples were tested under both static and dynamic compressive displacement. A 2.5% displacement ramp over 60 seconds was followed by a 240-second hold, repeated six times for a total of 15% strain. Dynamic behavior was tested using a 1% amplitude sinusoidal displacement at frequencies of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Hz. P:T-1 and P:T-2 samples appeared fully hydrated in culture, so we hypothesized that gel had indeed gotten into the materials and any gel bubbles were scraped off the top of the sample prior to testing. This would hypothetically test mechanical properties of the solid-scaffold encapsulated gels without testing the properties of any free-swelling gel present on top of materials. Conversely, the side of the ePTFE materials without gel bubbles did not appear to be hydrated and caused samples to float, despite being in long-term culture, so we hypothesized that gel had not penetrated very far into the sample. If only minimal gel had penetrated the solid scaffold, it would not be possible to measure mechanical behavior of solid scaffold encapsulated gels. Rather than scrapping the samples completely, gel bubbles on ePTFE samples were left intact so that mechanical behavior of gels sitting on top of the materials could be compared to that of chondrocyte-seeded hydrogels cultured alone.
The equilibrium modulus of P:T-1 composite scaffold samples decreased significantly from about 100 – 130 kPa at weeks 0 and 1, respectively, to about 40 kPa at week 3 (Fig. 3.9). The modulus remained at around 40 kPa at week 4, as well, but statistical significance was not found due to higher variance at this time point. No statistically significant differences were found in the magnitude of the dynamic modulus, which ranged from about 230 – 520 kPa. Visually, values at each frequency seemed to follow a similar trend over the four weeks as the equilibrium modulus. Magnitude also appeared to increase with frequency at each time point, however again no statistical significance was found. Dynamic modulus phase significantly increased at 0.01 Hz from weeks 0 and 1 to weeks 3 and 4. A significant decrease was found from 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz in week 4 time points. No significance was found at other frequencies. Looking at the complete data (Fig. 3.8), the slope of the phase over the full frequency range appeared to shift from positive in week 0 to slightly positive at week 1 to negative in weeks 2 through 4. Phase values ranged from 6 – 18 degrees.

The equilibrium modulus of P:T-2 composite scaffold samples remained constant across the four-week culture, as no significant differences between time points was found (Fig. 3.10). Moduli ranged from 12 – 37 kPa. As with P:T-1, no statistically significant differences were found in the magnitude of the dynamic modulus, which ranged from about 230 – 520 kPa. Visually, values at each frequency seemed to follow a similar trend over the four weeks as the equilibrium modulus. Magnitude also appeared to increase with frequency at each time point, however again no statistical significance was found. Dynamic phase significantly increased over the four weeks at 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz, but not at 1 Hz. Grouping by time point shows significant increase in phase in weeks 0 – 2. Phase values range from about 6 – 20 degrees. The slope of the phase over the full range of frequencies (Fig. 3.8) does not appear to vary between time points, remaining positive over the duration of the culture.

The thickness of ePTFE-1 and ePTFE-2 samples with gel bubbles intact was about 4 mm, while the materials alone were about 2.5 mm (Fig. 3.11). This means that the 15% total displacement was measuring into the depth of the gel bubble and would not have reached the underlying ePTFE materials. The equilibrium modulus of ePTFE-1 composite scaffolds (i.e., the gel bubbles on top of ePTFE-1 samples) increased significantly from about 0.5 – 1 kPa at weeks 1 and 2,
respectively, to about 2.5 kPa at week 4. The dynamic modulus magnitude increased significantly from weeks 1 and 2 to weeks 3 and 4 at 0.01, 0.1 and 1 Hz. Values increased from about 5 kPa to about 25 kPa. Relative changes appeared to mirror the equilibrium modulus data. No significant differences between frequencies appeared when data were grouped by time point. Dynamic modulus phase increased significantly at 0.1 Hz, but not at other frequencies. When grouped by time point, significant decreases in phase from 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz were found at weeks 1, 2 and 4. Phase values ranged from about 10 – 20 degrees. The slope of the phase over the full range of frequencies (Fig. 3.8) did not appear to vary between time points, and was consistently negative over the duration of the culture.

The equilibrium modulus of ePTFE-2 composite scaffolds (i.e., the gel bubbles on top of the ePTFE-2 samples) appeared to increase over the four-week culture, however statistical significance was only found between weeks 2 and 3 (Fig. 3.12). Values ranged from about 0.5 – 2 kPa. The dynamic modulus magnitude significantly increased over the four weeks at 0.01, 0.1 and 1 Hz. No significant differences were found between frequencies when data were grouped by time point. Moduli ranged from about 3 – 25 kPa. Dynamic modulus phase increased significantly over the duration of the culture at 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, but not at 1 Hz. Phase decreased significantly with increasing frequency at weeks 1 – 3. Values ranged from about 5 – 20 degrees. Similar to the ePTFE-1 samples, the slope of the phase over the full range of frequencies (Fig. 3.8) did not appear to vary between time points, and was consistently negative over the duration of the culture.

3.5 Pilot study to determine integration of composite scaffolds with native tissue

A small pilot study was done to assess whether repair tissue formed in the composite scaffolds could integrate with native cartilage tissue. Cartilage explants were taken from the trochlear groove and cut into cartilage rings 1.4 mm thick (Fig 3.13A). Composite scaffolds of P:T-1 loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogel were cast and placed inside the cartilage rings to create complete constructs. Constructs were cultured for two weeks to analyze $^{35}$S-sulfate incorporation and GAG accumulation (Fig 3.13B), as described in section 3.3. Although statistical significance could not be determined due to small sample size ($n = 2$), it appears that
incorporation rate remained relatively constant at around 1.5 nmol/hr/μg DNA over the two weeks. GAG accumulation appeared to increase over the two weeks, reaching about 200 μg GAG/μg DNA at week 2. Integration of repair tissue in the composite scaffold with native cartilage tissue was determined by tracking cell migration from the composite scaffold into the cartilage ring. Chondrocytes were stained with CFSE before seeding in KLD hydrogels. Samples were visualized and imaged with confocal microscopy (Fig 3.13). Week 1 imaging showed that the cells had not been distributed evenly to the edge of the composite scaffold, and were not present at the interface between the composite scaffold and the cartilage ring. The sample imaged at week 2 appeared to have slightly better initial cell distribution, and a few individual cells appeared to have migrated across the interface into the cartilage ring.
3.6 Figures

Figure 3.1: Visualization of cell distribution through depth of composite scaffold constructs. (A) Schematic showing the origin of the slices used for staining. Paraffin-embedded fixed samples were sliced along the diameter (indicated by red dotted rectangle). A 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) slice was taken from the inner surface of the sample (indicated by the black arrow). (B) Histological images showing cell distribution. Slices were stained with 300 nM DAPI to visualize chondrocyte nuclei. Approximate perimeter of the samples (the red dotted rectangle from part A) is marked in red dotted lines. Distinction between cell nuclei staining (white rectangle) and non-specific staining (white circle) is shown. Scale bars = 500 \( \mu \text{m} \).
Figure 3.2: Examples of gel bubbles present on top of samples. Composite scaffolds and gel bubbles are indicated by S and G, respectively.
Figure 3.3: Quantitative chondrocyte viability over four-week culture. Samples were incubated in 1 mg/mL alamarBlue in culture medium for 3 hours. A control of 1 mg/mL alamarBlue in culture medium with no sample was also incubated. Medium from each sample and control was read using an excitation wavelength of 530 nm and an emission wavelength of 590 nm. Sample fluorescence was normalized to control. (n = 4, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.4: Qualitative chondrocyte viability over four-week culture. Each week, one sample was sacrificed to qualitatively assess cell viability. Samples were stained with 4 μg/mL fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and 35 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) to visualize live and dead cells, respectively. Samples were viewed using an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope. Gels in ePTFE-1 and ePTFE-2 samples at week 1 were damaged during transfer between plates, so images are unavailable. Scale bars = 100 μm.
Figure 3.5: Chondrocyte adhesion to P:T-1 scaffold fibers. This sample was stained after three weeks in culture with 4 μg/mL fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and 35 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI) to visualize live and dead cells, respectively. Samples were viewed using an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope. Cells of interest showing adhesion to fibers are marked with *. Scale bar = 100 μm.
Figure 3.6: Sulfate incorporation and GAG accumulation over four-week culture. Sulfate incorporation was measured by supplementing culture medium with 5 μCi/mL of $^{35}$S-sulfate and incubating for 1 – 2 days. Samples were digested with 0.1 mg/mL Proteinase-K. These digests were then used to measure DNA and GAG content using PicoGreen and DMMB dye, respectively. (n = 4, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.7: Dynamic modulus magnitude during four-week culture. Composite scaffold samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Hz. Legend in P:T-2 applies to all plots. (n = 4)
Figure 3.8: Dynamic modulus phase during four-week culture. Composite scaffold samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 Hz. Legend in P:T-1 applies to all plots. (n = 4)
Figure 3.9: Mechanical behavior of P:T-1 over four-week culture. (A) Equilibrium behavior of composite scaffolds. P:T-1 samples loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels were tested under unconfined compression, with 2.5% ramp and hold repeated 6 times for 15% total strain. (n = 4, * p < 0.05) (B) Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase behavior of composite scaffolds. Samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies from 0.01 – 1 Hz. Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase are shown clustered by both frequency and time point. (n = 4, * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.10: Mechanical behavior of P:T-2 over four-week culture. (A) Equilibrium behavior of composite scaffolds. P:T-2 samples loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels were tested under unconfined compression, with 2.5% ramp and hold repeated 6 times for 15% total strain. (n = 4) (B) Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase behavior of composite scaffolds. Samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies from 0.01 – 1 Hz. Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase are shown clustered by both frequency and time point. (n = 4, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.11: Mechanical behavior of ePTFE-1 over four-week culture. (A) Equilibrium behavior of composite scaffolds. ePTFE-1 samples loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels were tested under unconfined compression, with 2.5% ramp and hold repeated 6 times for 15% total strain. Week 0 samples were lost in culture and data were unavailable. (n = 4, except for week 3 which was n = 1, * p < 0.05) (B) Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase behavior of composite scaffolds. Samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies from 0.01 – 1 Hz. Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase are shown clustered by both frequency and time point. Week 0 samples were lost in culture and data were unavailable. (n = 4, except for week 3 which was n = 1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.12: Mechanical behavior of ePTFE-2 over four-week culture. (A) Equilibrium behavior of composite scaffolds. ePTFE-2 samples loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels were tested under unconfined compression, with 2.5% ramp and hold repeated 6 times for 15% total strain. (n = 4, * p < 0.05) (B) Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase behavior of composite scaffolds. Samples were tested in unconfined compression with 1% amplitude sinusoidal strain at frequencies from 0.01 – 1 Hz. Dynamic modulus magnitude and phase are shown clustered by both frequency and time point. (n = 4, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)
Figure 3.13: Pilot study of composite scaffold integration with native tissue in cartilage defect model. (A) Schematic of defect model. Composite scaffolds of P:T-1 loaded with chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogel were placed in the center of trypsin-pretreated cartilage rings to create the complete construct. (B) Matrix production of chondrocytes in composite scaffold. 5 μCi/mL ^35S-sulfate was added to media at weekly time points. Constructs were washed and cartilage rings were removed before digesting the remaining composite scaffold in 0.1 mg/mL Proteinase-K. DNA and GAG content were measured by PicoGreen and DMMB, respectively. (n = 2) (C) Visualization of integration between repair scaffold and native tissue. Chondrocytes were dyed with CFSE before seeding in KLD hydrogel. The interface between the scaffold and native cartilage is shown (blue dotted line). Scale bars = 100 μm.
4. Discussion

Tissue engineering approaches to the repair of articular cartilage defects in PTOA have made use of a variety of synthetic and naturally derived materials. Cell-seeded hydrogels have shown pro-chondrogenic effects and encourage matrix production and proliferation.[38, 40] However, these gels are often very soft at early time points before cells have produced enough matrix to provide mechanical strength.[39] An alternative approach has been solid scaffolds, which are mechanically robust at early time points but have inferior bioactivity and integration compared to their hydrogel counterparts.[41] Composite scaffolds are an emerging strategy to combat the problems of hydrogels and solid scaffolds by combining the two. The solid scaffold provides the mechanical protection at early time points while the hydrogel provides a favorable environment for cells to create cartilage-like repair tissue. This has been the motivation for this work, in which synthetic solid bioabsorbable PGA:TMC or ePTFE scaffolds were loaded with chondrocyte-seeded self-assembling KLD hydrogels to create composite scaffolds for use in cartilage defect repair.

We confirmed that chondrocytes are able to proliferate and remain viable in the composite scaffolds for all materials tested (Fig 3.3, 3.4). This was especially promising in the P:T-1 samples, as the histological images (Fig 3.1) showed that this material had the most even cell distribution. It has been shown that cells maintain viability in the KLD hydrogels alone, with a near-two-fold increase in cell density over two weeks in culture.[50] Data from work here show that the presence of the synthetic scaffolds, either encapsulating the gels in the case of P:T-1 or acting as a platform underneath bubbles of gel in the case of the other materials, does not have a negative effect on viability or proliferation of chondrocytes. The amount of viable cells in P:T-1 samples increased approximately two-fold over the first two weeks in culture, and nearly five-fold by the end of four weeks in culture (Fig 3.3). While chondrocyte proliferation is low in adult native articular cartilage, higher proliferation may be necessary in scaffolds used for defect repair. In the native tissue, cells are already surrounded by dense extracellular matrix and can have low proliferative and anabolic activity without sacrificing integrity of the tissue as a whole. In early stages of tissue engineered scaffolds, like the composite scaffolds used here, cells will sense the lack of dense ECM that they prefer and will begin to remedy that by producing matrix.
Proliferation of cells would aid in this effort, as a greater cell population can produce the necessary ECM more quickly. Results here show that cells in our composite scaffolds have proliferative activity in addition to per-cell matrix production, which would allow for an increasing rate of overall per-construct matrix accumulation.

As mentioned above, the $^{35}$S-sulfate incorporation and GAG accumulation data show that there is high per-cell matrix production in these composite scaffolds (Fig 3.6). Incorporation rates are about an order of magnitude higher than in KLD hydrogels alone, indicating that there is higher matrix production when the hydrogels are incorporated into the solid scaffold materials (Fig 4.1A). The high incorporation rates even at week 0 suggest that the cells are able to sense the lack of ECM proteins, and begin synthesizing new matrix to remedy this as soon as they enter the composite scaffold environment. This also indicates that the composite scaffold environments are not too densely packed. If scaffolds were too densely packed, the cells would sense a dense surrounding environment, and may be misled into not producing the ECM proteins necessary to create physiologically accurate repair tissue. The high incorporation rates indicate that this is not an issue in our samples, and the cells begin creating cartilage-like matrix to eventually form repair tissue that closely mimics native articular cartilage. This is especially important in the bioabsorbable PGA:TMC scaffolds, which will eventually degrade and leave behind only the cells and any matrix they have produced. It is important that enough matrix is produced to create mechanically robust neotissue before the solid scaffold degrades completely and its mechanical protection is gone. Ideally, the degradation rate of a solid scaffold should be matched in order to provide mechanical support to the hydrogel-encapsulated cells and neotissue for as long or short as necessary.

The increasing GAG accumulation seen here in all composite scaffolds indicates that newly produced matrix proteins, which we know are being made based on the $^{35}$S-sulfate incorporation, are retained in the repair tissue. Had newly synthesized matrix proteins been diffusing out of the scaffolds, we would not see the accumulation of GAG over the course of the four-week culture. For P:T-1 and both ePTFE materials, GAG accumulation per cell is about half to a full order of magnitude higher than in KLD hydrogels alone (Fig 4.1A). This is consistent with incorporation rates being about an order of magnitude higher than in the gels alone. It is unclear why the GAG
accumulation in P:T-2 was an order of magnitude higher than in the other three materials, especially given that incorporation rates were comparable. There could have been inconsistency in the amount of gel extracted from the samples during the Proteinase-K digestion step, however it seems that this would have led to skewed results in the incorporation rates, as well. It may be necessary to repeat these experiments in order to confirm the validity of this result.

The presence of gel bubbles (Fig 3.2) made it difficult to measure the mechanical behavior of composite scaffolds for the ePTFE materials. As seen in the image, the region of the scaffold that did not have the gel bubble remained white through the duration of the culture, in contrast to the PGA:TMC materials which were pink from the absorbance of medium. This suggested that there was minimal absorption of the cell-seeded gel into the solid scaffold. Had the gel bubble been scraped off, it is likely that there would be very little gel remaining in the sample and the mechanical testing would only reveal the behavior of the ePTFE materials alone. In order to gain information from the experiment, albeit not the information we had originally intended to gain, we left the gel bubbles intact to determine if the mechanical behavior of the gel changed when it was on top of the ePTFE samples versus in culture alone (Fig 4.1). These results will be discussed below. While wettability was tested at the beginning of this work to determine which materials to move forward with, there may have been batch-to-batch variance as a new batch of the materials was used for the long-term culture studies. The properties of these materials may need to be adjusted to increase hydrophilicity in order to make them viable candidates for a composite scaffold approach to cartilage repair. The methods of casting the gels inside the solid scaffolds may also need to be revisited in order to ensure more even penetration and distribution throughout the scaffolds. This is true for P:T-2, as well, which we saw from the DAPI-stained histology was not able to evenly absorb the cell-seeded hydrogel as well as was initially thought.

Although the matrix production and accumulation per cell (i.e., per µg DNA) is higher in the gel bubbles on top of the ePTFE samples than in the gel-only studies, the stiffness does not reach the levels of the gel controls over a four-week culture (Fig 3.6, 3.11, 3.12, 4.1). To explain this discrepancy, we estimated the total GAG accumulation in the entire composite scaffold sample. The amount of gel present in these samples was about 50 µL, which is about 50 mg of wet weight given the high water content of KLD, while the total amount of GAG present at week 4
was about 50-100 μg. This means the GAG content per wet weight at week 4 was on the order of 1 μg GAG/ mg wet weight. In the gel-only controls, the GAG content per wet weight reached about 5 μg GAG/mg wet weight at day 16 and about 12 μg GAG/mg wet weight by day 39 (Fig 4.1B). This indicates that although the matrix production per cell in the composite scaffolds was very high, the total amount of GAG was low and was insufficient to increase the stiffness of the gel bubbles to the levels seen in the KLD-only controls. This problem could be addressed by increasing the cell-seeding density for future experiments to ensure that both per-cell and overall matrix production is high.

The motivation for this work was to mechanically support soft hydrogels with solid scaffolds at early time points in order to allow cells inside those hydrogels to create repair tissue without risk of damage from joint articulation. Results from the P:T-1 samples indicate that the mechanical behavior of the composite scaffolds is dominated by the mechanics of the solid scaffold at early time points (Fig 3.9). The equilibrium modulus values of the composite scaffold samples are much higher than previously measured in KLD gels alone (Fig. 4.1), which suggests that the stiffness of the scaffold is indeed dominating over the course of the four-week culture. The decrease in modulus suggests degradation of the P:T-1 over this time scale. However, at week 4 the equilibrium modulus was still about 50 kPa, indicating that the solid scaffold was at least partially intact at the end of the culture. The stiffness of the chondrocyte-seeded hydrogels on top of the ePTFE materials only reached about 2 kPa by week 4, so it is likely that the gel encapsulated in the P:T-1 scaffolds would have shown similar stiffness had it been isolated from the composite scaffold. For this reason, it appears that the week 4 mechanical behavior is still dominated by the stiffness of the P:T-1 remaining, and we are not yet able to see the mechanics of the neotissue forming in the gel portions of the composite scaffold. Again, this may be due to the fact that while GAG accumulation per cell is high, total GAG content of the construct was not high enough by 4 weeks for gel stiffness to become dominant. This could be improved by increasing cell density upon initial seeding. For the P:T-2 samples, the equilibrium stiffness again is much higher than we would expect for the gel alone, indicating that solid scaffold stiffness dominates. Conversely, the equilibrium stiffnesses of the ePTFE composite scaffolds are on the order of the starting stiffnesses of the KLD-only controls (Fig. 4.1), supporting the
hypothesis that we were measuring the properties of the gel bubbles on top rather than a true composite scaffold of gel-loaded ePTFE.

Previously, dynamic behavior data measured in native cartilage disks was fit to a poroelastic model, which was able to accurately predict both magnitude and phase of the data (Fig 4.2). We hypothesize that the composite scaffolds in our study are also exhibiting poroelasticity, especially over long culture periods where chondrocytes are creating cartilage-like matrix. Although no statistical significance was found in the dynamic modulus magnitudes of the PGA:TMC composite scaffolds, we can visually see a self-stiffening trend in which the magnitude increases with frequency. This behavior appears to be consistent across time points, as the solid scaffold mechanics are still dominating during the four-week culture. In the ePTFE samples, though, the self-stiffening behavior appears to increase over the course of the four weeks. The slope of the dynamic modulus magnitude over the full range of frequencies tested appears to increase with time in these materials (Fig 3.7). Previously, it has been found that self-stiffening behavior increases with depth from the surface of native articular cartilage due to the increase in GAG content.[54, 55] The increase in self-stiffening behavior of the gel bubbles in the ePTFE samples suggests that the GAG content of the gels is increasing, as well.

Assuming poroelasticity in our samples, the phase response can be fitted to the poroelastic model to determine the peak frequency of the phase (Fig 4.2). At the small range of frequencies tested in this study, a positive slope would indicate that the peak frequency is at a greater frequency than the range tested, while a negative slope would indicate that the peak frequency is at a smaller frequency than the range tested. Shifts in the slopes of the phase can thus be interpreted as shifts in the peak frequency, which is characteristic of poroelastic behavior. The peak frequency is proportional to the product of the equilibrium modulus, \( E \), and the hydraulic permeability, \( k \). In the P:T-1 samples, we see a shift in the slope of the phase from positive to negative, which suggests a downward shift in the peak frequency. This is consistent with the downward shift we see in the equilibrium modulus, and could also indicate a decrease in hydraulic permeability as GAG is being produced. If we were to continue the culture for longer time periods, we might expect to see further shifts of this peak, as the cells produce more ECM and further decrease hydraulic permeability. This shift may be slowed by increases in
equilibrium modulus as the neotissue becomes stiffer, but it is difficult to predict exactly whether increases in $E$ or decreases in $k$ would dominate. The other three materials do not appear to show a shift in peak frequency of the phase. In the ePTFE materials in which the gel bubble mechanics were being tested, it is likely that not enough total GAG had been produced to greatly affect hydraulic permeability, and changes in equilibrium modulus were fairly small. Since both $E$ and $k$ were minimally affected, we would not expect the peak frequency to shift. In the P:T-2 samples, it is possible that removal of the gel bubbles prior to mechanical testing may have removed a large proportion of the gel present in the sample, as histology showed poor cell distribution through the depth of the material (Fig 3.1). If this were the case, even though GAG accumulation was quite high (Fig 3.6), most of the newly synthesized matrix may have been scraped off. This would make any changes in hydraulic permeability unlikely. In combination with the lack of significant changes in equilibrium modulus, this explains why we do not see a shift in the peak frequency of the phase for the P:T-2 composite scaffolds.

Many existing approaches to articular cartilage repair struggle with integration of repair tissue with the native cartilage.[57] To predict whether integration would be successful with the composite scaffolds in this study, a small pilot study was performed in which the P:T-1 composite scaffolds were placed within cartilage explant rings for a two week culture (Fig 3.13A). P:T-1 was chosen over the other materials due to its superior cell distribution (Fig 3.1), lack of significant gel bubbles, and promising dynamic mechanical behavior, as discussed above. To ensure that the presence of the native tissue would not negatively affect the matrix production seen in the composite scaffolds alone, $^{35}$S-sulfate incorporation and GAG accumulation studies were repeated. Values for incorporation rate and GAG accumulation were similar to those found at the two-week time point in the composite scaffolds alone (Fig 3.6, 3.13B). This confirmed that per-cell matrix production was still high in the presence of native cartilage. At week 1, chondrocytes in the composite scaffold, which had been dyed with CFSE prior to seeding in the KLD, were imaged with confocal microscopy to determine if any migration across the scaffold-native tissue interface had occurred (Fig 3.13C). This image revealed that the cells had not been distributed all the way to the edge of the composite scaffold during seeding. There was a 100 – 200 $\mu$m gap between the edge of the cells and the interface. This is problematic because cells would have to first migrate this distance to the interface and then continue to migrate even
further into the native tissue in order for integration to occur. This would certainly delay any migration into the native tissue and could prevent integration of the repair construct at early time points. This result revealed the necessity for better methods to ensure even cell-seeded gel distribution through the entire volume of the composite scaffolds during the casting process. The image at week 2, which was of a different sample, suggests that this gap between the cells and the edge of the composite scaffold may vary from sample to sample, as the smaller gap in this sample is unlikely to be entirely attributable to migration over the second week in culture. There are also a few cells that appear to have migrated into the native tissue. Although the sparseness of these cells makes it difficult to assess the validity of this result, it is still a promising step in the right direction that good integration may be possible with these composite scaffolds. Growth factor treatments have also been used in previous studies in combination with enzyme pretreatments and have been shown to improve integration between neotissue and native tissue.[51] While a trypsin pretreatment was used in this work, specific growth factor treatments were not. This is a potential future direction to further improve integration between the repair tissue in the composite scaffold and the native cartilage.

Looking at all of the results collectively, it appears that the P:T-1 solid scaffold was the most successful of the four materials investigated in this study. The matrix production and accumulation was high, indicating that the cells in these composite scaffolds are motivated to produce cartilage-like matrix. The solid scaffold appears to fulfill its purpose of mechanically supporting the soft hydrogel at early time points to protect any early repair tissue formed and allow time for the cells to create a dense matrix. It is also bioabsorbable, allowing it to degrade and be cleared from the defect area once the cells have created enough matrix to make the repair tissue mechanically stable. This is preferable over the ePTFE materials, which are non-degradable and would be present for the remaining lifetime of the patient. The P:T-1 composite scaffolds also showed the potential for good integration with native tissue in cartilage defect model, although more robust and long-term experiments need to be done before determining long-term integration capabilities.
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Figure 4.1: Previously published matrix production and mechanical properties of chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels. (A) Sulfate incorporation and GAG accumulation in chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels kept in 10% FBS medium, 0.2% FBS medium with 1% ITS, or 1% ITS medium, normalized to DNA content. GAG and DNA content measured by DMMB dye and Hoescht dye, respectively. Data published in [50]. (B) GAG accumulation in chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogels under alternate-day loading or free swelling, normalized by wet weight. Data published in [58]. (C) Mechanical properties of KLD hydrogels seeded with 15 million cells/mL and kept in 10% FBS medium, or KLD hydrogels seeded with 30 million cells/mL and kept in 0.2% FBS medium with 1% ITS. Samples were tested in uniaxial confined compression. Data published in [39].
Figure 4.2: Dynamic modulus behavior in cartilage disks. Dynamic oscillatory indentation was performed by AFM at frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 100 Hz. The equation for $f_{\text{peak}}$ is shown, where $E$ is the equilibrium modulus, $k$ the hydraulic permeability, and $d$ the contact distance between the probe and the tissue, which was on the order of 10 μm for these data. Adapted from [55].
5. Conclusion

This work demonstrated the potential for composite scaffolds comprised of a bioabsorbable PGA:TMC solid scaffold loaded with a chondrocyte-seeded KLD hydrogel to be used for articular cartilage repair. This approach addresses key issues with both hydrogel and solid scaffold approaches, with the possibility of creating more robust tissue repair. While there is room for improvement in casting methods and potential to incorporate growth factor treatments and other pro-integrative components, this work has certainly been a first step in establishing these composite scaffolds as a promising candidate for tissue engineering new articular cartilage.
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